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Lepton-number violation and massless nonorthogonal neutrinos
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Mixing between light and heavy neutrinos can induce lepton-Aavor and total-lepton-number
violation in the light sector, even if the light neutrino masses are zero or extremely small, because
the states actually produced in weak processes are generally nonorthogonal. We develop the for-
malism for describing such nonorthogonal neutrinos and explore the phenomenological implica-
tions for neutrino "oscillation" experiments, the solar-neutrino problem, constraints from universal-

ity and other charged- and neutral-current experiments, prey, and b,L =+2 effects in muon decay
and neutrinoless double-beta decay.
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Furthermore, SU(2) symmetry requires that the weak-
eigenstate neutrinos v,L, v„I, and v,L must be orthogo-
nal. Hence, they can be assigned the lepton-flavor num-
bers L, = 1, L„=l, and L,= 1, respectively, and the L;
(and L) are conserved.

If the standard model is extended to allow Dirac neu-
trino masses [i.e., by adding additional "right-handed"
SU(2}-singlet Weyl neutrinos], then the weak eigenstates
v;L will be related to the mass-eigenstate neutrinos vjL by
a unitary transformation

0
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where UL is the leptonic analogue of the Cabibbo-
Kobayashi-Maskawa quark mixing matrix. Since the
weak- and mass-eigenstate neutrinos do not coincide, in
general, the individual lepton flavors are no longer con-
served: one can have phenomena such as neutrino oscil-
lations or the incoherent production of definite mass
eigenstates.

For Majorana neutrino masses (e.g., generated by a
Higgs triplet or by the seesaw mechanism ) there is
again a unitary transformation relating the weak and
mass eigenstates, as in (2), so that the individual lepton
flavors are not conserved. In addition, there can be pro-
cesses, such as neutrinoless double-beta decay (PPo ),
which violate the total lepton number by hL =+2.

In the course of a recent investigation of the limits on
the possible mixing between the ordinary fermions and

In the standard model with massless neutrinos both the
individual lepton-flavor numbers L„L„,and L, and the
total lepton number L =L, +L„+L, are automatically
conserved (up to vacuum tunneling effects which are to-
tally negligible under ordinary circumstances'). That is
because in the absence of neutrino mass terms or new in-
teractions there are no transitions between the SU(2) dou-
blets
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The neutrino mass term is

—XM ——m t v,L Ntt +m 2 v qt Ntt +MN I Ntt +H. c,0—0 0 0—0 0 0 0 (4)

where M is a large mass generated by a Higgs singlet or
bare mass, and m, 2 are small masses generated by the
usual Higgs-doublet mechanism. Diagonalizing the mass
matrix associated with X~ one finds that because of the
mismatch between the left- and right-handed states there
are two massless Weyl neutrinos v, I and v2L and one
massive Dirac neutrino v3 =v3L +v3R, with mass

m3 ——[(m
&

} +(m2 } +M ]'r . These are related to the
weak eigenstates by v3„=N„and by'

heavy exotic fermions we have rediscovered an interest-
ing mechanism for inducing both L; and L violation
without introducing masses for the ordinary neutrinos (or
for which the masses can be much smaller than is usually
considered necessary for observable effects) or new in-
teractions. The idea is quite simple. Because of SU(2) the
weak eigenstates v;L must be orthogonal. However, in
the presence of mixing between light and heavy neutri-
nos, the light components of the vL (which are what are
relevant to most weak processes) need not be orthogonal,
even if the light neutrino masses are zero or very small.
This mechanism has been described before. In the
present paper we develop the formalism needed to de-
scribe nonorthogonal neutrinos in a very general class of
models, discuss the phenomenological implications for L;
and L violation in such processes as neutrino appearance
experiments, the solar-neutrino problem, @~ay, muon
decay, and PPO„, and also consider the indirect limits
from charged-current universality and other weak pro-
cesses with no direct violation of lepton number.

A simple example will illustrate the mechanism quanti-
tatively. Consider the two-family standard model to
which are added SU(2)-singlet Weyl neutrinos Nt and

0.
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The states v,L and v„L are orthogonal ((v,L I v&L &=0).
However, these are not the states that are actually pro-
duced in the low-energy weak processes. For m3 &&mz,
for example, the states produced in the KI2 decays
K+ e+v,L and K+~p+ v„L are

=
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II. FORMALISM

In this section we develop the formalism needed to de-
scribe nonorthogonal neutrinos in a very general class of
models. Other aspects of quark and lepton mixing with
heavy exotic particles are described in Ref. 5. We denote
left- (L-) and right- (R-) handed neutrinos by nl and nR,
respectively. The two are not independent but are related
by nR ——Cn L, where C is the charge-conjugation matrix,
i.e., nr and nR are essentially CP conjugates. We usually
do not differentiate between left-handed neutrinos and
antineutrinos in our notations: there is no distinction be-
tween them in the general Majorana case, and in the spe-
cial case of Dirac neutrinos both are represented by nL
(Ref. 11).

If there are no exotic electric charges then there are
only three possible SU(2) X U(1) assignments of the
weak-eigenstate L neutrinos

0— (g)
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where eL and eL are weak-eigenstate charged lep-0 0+

tons (e.g., ei,pi, rL, . . . ) or antileptons (e.g.,
eL+,pL, ~L, . . . ), respectively. The noL are the "ordi-
nary" SU(2) doublets, such as those in Eq. (1), those in

where P& is the projection operator onto the subspace of
light neutrinos, and CL' are normalization factors. Clear-

ly, (v I I v,L &= —e,ez&0, so that lepton Savor is not
conserved. For example, one could have the decay
E+~e v+, ,Lfollowed by v,L n ~p p, with the ampli-
tude for the second reaction suppressed by —e,ez&0; the
net lepton-flavor violation for these reactions is
hL, = —1, hL„=+1. In this example the total lepton
number L, +L„ is conserved, but in more complicated
models one could have L violation as well. One could
also have models in which the light neutrino masses are
very small but nonzero.

such as occur in vector doublets or mirror families. To
an excellent approximation the right-handed leptons eR,
pR, and rR are SU(2) singlets. Therefore, any such R
doublets must mainly involve new heavy charged leptons,
although they could contain small admixtures of the
known leptons. Finally, the nsL are SU(2) singlets. In
the presence of general Majorana mass terms, the noL,
nEL, and nsL can all mix with each other. For Dirac neu-

trinos (L conserved) there is no mixing between the noL
(L =+1) and the nzL (L = —1), and the nsL divide into
two sectors with L = + 1 and —1; these can mix with the

noL and nEL, respectively.
It is convenient to arrange all of the weak-eigenstate L

neutrinos into a column vector

0
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where noL, nEL, and nsL are themselves column vectors0 0 0

consisting of the individual neutrino doublets.
We are concerned with a new type of lepton-number

violation that is not directly related to the masses of the
ordinary neutrinos. We therefore assume that all of the
mass-eigenstate neutrinos are either "massless" (i.e., with
masses too small to be kinematically relevant or to lead
to observable neutrino oscillations, neutrinoless double-
beta decay, etc.), or "heavy" (i.e., too heavy to be directly
relevant to ordinary weak processes). One could easily
generalize to the case that both nonorthogonal states and
neutrino mass effects are important simultaneously.

Let

C
ng nIR

nL = nR c (10)

where nii and n&L are column vectors consisting of the
light- (i.e., "massless" ) and heavy-mass-eigenstate neutri-
nos, respectively. The weak- and mass-eigenstate neutri-
nos are related by a unitary transformation

0 0 c
nL ——UL nL, nR ——UR nR,

where UL
——Uz (Ref. 5). UL can be written in block

form:

AL EL

UL —— FL GL

HL JL

(12)

where the submatrices AL, FL, and HL describe the over-
lap of the massless v's with ordinary (nol ) doublets, exot-
ic (nzL ) doublets, and singlets (nzi ), respectively. Simi-

new sequential families, or the left-handed parts of new
vector doublets. ' The nEL are "exotic" neutrinos
occurring in doublets with left-handed antileptons. These
are related by CP to right-handed doublets

pC
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AL AL +FLFL +HLHL ——I, AL AL +EL EL ——I, (13)

so that A I is not unitary.
In Ref. 5 it is shown that the part of the leptonic-

charged current involving the light neutrinos and
charged leptons is (dropping the subscript i)

e
Jrv rflniL1 (~L)' cL e L+n R7 (FR)i ~R eoR)

IQ

larly, EL, GL, and JL are the corresponding overlaps of
the heavy neutrinos. The unitarity of UL implies

V Vb
~ho=(nbL oL & L L (~L~L)b

where, in general, Xb, &0. From (13), A, b,
——(ELEL )b, .

Since the relevant components of E are small (they de-
scribe the admixture of heavy neutrinos into the ordinary
neutrino states), Ab, . is of second order in light-heavy
mixing.

The second term in Jg„ if present, allows decays into
the "wrong" helicity neutrinos (e.g., K+~e,+Ln,'R ) with
the highly suppressed rate (compared to normal weak)
(sR' ) ( sR' ), where

=nLy" ALCLeL+n Ry"FRSReR

RV LAL R LV R L L

where FR FL. I——n (14),

T — — — TeL (e IL e2L ' ' ' } (eL PL rL

is a column vector of the charged leptons, while

C C C + + + TeL =(eL e2L . . . ) =(eL pL rL . . . )

Similar definitions hold for eR and eR. Also,

(14)
(sR } sin ()R =(FRFR ) 2 (FR }.

I

'

The corresponding light-neutrino states

v
$R

are again nonorthogonal, in general, with

V Vb
~b =(nbR I noR &sR sR (FRFR )b

(19)

(20)

(21)

CL
——diag(cL cL . . . ),

sR =diag(sR' sR )

(15}
The CP conjugate of n,'R, produced in K ~e,Rn, L, for
example, is

are diagonal matrices, where cL' =—cosOL' represents the
possible mixing of e,L with a heavy L-singlet charged lep-

ton, and $R'—= sinL9R is the possible admixture of the
mostly singlet e,R into an R doublet. '

The first term in Jg represents the nonuniversal reduc-
tion in strength of the left-handed charged current due to
the neutrino and electron mixings, while the second is a
right-handed current (RHC) induced by the mixing of the
light neutrinos and charged leptons into heavy right-
handed doublets. For small light-heavy mixings we ex-

pect cL' to be close to unity and AL (or some submatrix
of AL ) to be close to the identity; similarly, the s„' and
each component of FI ——FR are expected to be small.

From (14), the effective light state n, L produced in a
weak decay such as K+ e,+„n,L is

g(~L) ~ I
& L &

X(F
V

$R

(22)

Vb V

Pba = ( nbL I
rTaL &cL sR ( ~LFL )ba (FL ~L )ab (23)

imply total lepton-number violation: i.e., pba&0, which
is linear in light-heavy mixing for Majorana neutrinos,
describes the overlap of "neutrino" and "antineutrino"
states.

where the overbar distinguishes this state from n,L in
(16). In the special case that L is conserved, n,L and n,L
would be leptons and antileptons, respectively.

From (16), (20), and (22) we see that nonzero values for
Ab, or A,b, f,or a&b, which are of second order in light-
heavy mixing, indicate lepton-flavor violation. Similarly,
nonzero values for

ln„&—:
V

CL

(16) III. PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

where

(cL') =cos 8L'=(AL AL)„= g I
(&Lt);,

I
(17)

n, L is a coherent superposition of states n;L. Since the
n;L are degenerate (massless), n, L does not change in time
except for an irrelevant overall phase. (If one allows the
n;L to have small masses, then the components of n,L
evolve separately, leading to normal neutrino oscilla-
tions. ) Also, the decay rate is suppressed by (cL') (cL')
by mixing eff'ects. The states n, L and nbL with a&b are
nonorthogonal. One has

A. Neutrino "oscillation" experiments

Consider a weak decay into an e,+ and its associated
neutrino, e.g., K+~e,+n, (the discussion can easily be
modified to the decay K ~e, n,'). The decay can pro-
duce either the normal helicity state n,L in (16) or the
wrong helicity state n,R in (20), with rates (relative to
normal weak} (cL') (cL') and (sR') (sR'), respectively.
These neutrinos can subsequently rescatter in a target via
the charged current to produce either the "right" lepton
eQL R or the "wrong" lepton e&L R. The cross sections rel-
ative to ciao, the normal weak cross section in the absence
of mixing, are
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is independent of the neutrino energy or distance trav-
eled. That is, if the light-mass eigenstates n;L are really
massless (or extremely light} then n, z is independent of
time. One would not see any characteristic oscillation
signatures, only an excess of e~ events above back-
ground.

The Ferrnilab E531 Collaboration' has presented
upper limits on direct v„r and v, r couplings (as well as
v„~v, and v, ~v, oscillations). These imply

l
A,,„l

&0.002,
l

A,„l
&0.073 (26)

at 90% C.L. (confidence limit) (the limits are collected in
Tables I and II). Several groups' ' have obtained lim-
its on v„~v, oscil1ations in appearance experiments.
They have not presented their results in terms of direct
(energy and distance independent) probabilities. Howev-
er, these can be obtained from the conventional neutrino

1 (sR')
ebR)=r

(Jp (s ')'
R

where r =crp(v,'R ~e,'R ) lop(v '2 ~e I ) is the ratio of an-
tineutrino to neutron cross sections in the absence of mix-
ing (e.g., for deep-inelastic scattering, r- —, if one ignores
the antiquark content of the nucleon). The n,'R cross sec-
tions in (24) are of O(s ), where s is a typical light-heavy
mixing angle. Since the n, R production rate is also of
O(s ) we will ignore the rescatterings into e, bR (the
scatterings into antileptons are discussed below). The im-
plications of the (small) suppression of the rate for
n,L ~e,L, and also for reseat tering via the neutral
current, are discussed in Ref. 5. Here we concentrate on
the lepton-flavor-violating process n, L sebi .

The sequence K+ e,Rn, L followed by n,LN~ebLX
would mimic the effect of n, L~nbL in neutrino oscilla-
tion appearance experiments, except that the apparent
"oscillation" probability

1 a(n, L sebi )=
CTp

(sR' )
lP' l'

(cL')'
(28)

1 0'(n R ~ebR ) =r
CTp

(cL' )
l&b. I'

s
"a )2

which are of 0 (s ) and 0 (sp), respectively, for Majorana
neutrinos. Hence, the total probability for the EL=2 se-
quence K+~e,+n„ followed by n, scattering to produce

oscillation exclusion plots. To see this, consider the usual
oscillation formula

P„,(v, ~vb, L,p)=sin 20sin
. 2hmL

(27)
4p

where 8 is the v, -vb mixing angle, Am =m, —m z is the
difference of the squares of the neutrino-mass eigenval-
ues, p is the neutrino energy, and L is the distance trav-
eled. In the large

l
hm

l
limit the second factor is just

—,', independent of L and p. Hence, we can interpret
upper limits on —,'sin 8 in the large-

l
b, m

l region as hm-

its on the direct probability P (v, ~vb ) in (25). At
present the most stringent limit for large l

hm
l

is the
BNL result (Ref. 15) sin 28&3.4X10 (90%%uo C.L.), im-
plying l

A,,„l
&0.0017. The CHARM (Ref. 16},Big Eu-

ropean Bubble Chamber (BEBC) (Ref. 17); and Los
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) (Ref. 18) experi-
ments yield

l
A,,„l & 0.004, 0.01, and 0.01, respectively.

The PS191 experiment at CERN has reported'9 a 3rT

excess of 23+8 v, events above expected backgrounds in
a v„beam. This would correspond to

l
A,,& l

=0.013%0.005. However, the signal is in conflict with
the BNL and, to a lesser extent, the other experiments,
when interpreted either in terms of nonorthogonal neutri-
nos or conventional oscillations.

Nonorthogonal neutrinos do not lead to significant
effects in neutrino disappearance experiments. This is
partly because no oscillations occur. Furthermore, the
n, L flux is generally monitored using the measured
o(n,L~e,L ) cross section. Hence, the small absolute

va
reduction in reaction rate from the (cL') (cz') factor
drops out.

In addition to producing the wrong 1epton flavor, as in
(25), nonorthogonal neutrinos can also lead to hL =+2
processes. The neutrinos n, i and n,'R produced in
K+~e,+n, can, in addition to the reactions in (24), re-
scatter into eb+ (with b =a or b&a) with cross sections

TABLE I. 90/o-C. L. limits on lepton-flavor-violating parameters and expectations for the quadratic
and linear seesaw models. x is defined as 20 GeV/M, where M is the heavy-neutrino mass.

Source

v appearance
Unitarity (single parameter)
Unitarity (simultaneous fit)
p~e3'
Quadratic seesaw
Linear seesaw

0.041
0.0083
0.082
9.5 X 10-4
2.5 && 10 x
5 &(10 x

0.27
0.054
0.11

2.5)& 10 x
1.6X 10 x

0.045
0.015
0.095

2.5X10 4x~

0.016x
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TABLE II. 90%-C.L. limits on hL =+2 parameters, and expectations for the quadratic and linear
seesaw models; x =20 GeV/M, where M is a heavy-neutrino mass.

Quantity

I
si l3,', I

I
sÃ„'„

I

I saP;. I

I stlP,'„
I

I
sa0„',

I

I sal3,',
I

Experimental
limit

4y 10-'
0.19
0.045
0.041
0.048
0.071
0.54
0.43

Quadratic
seesaw

2.5X 10 x
2.5)&10 'x
2.5&10 'x'

2.5)& 10 x

2.5 &( 10 x
2.5 X 10-'x'

Linear
seesaw

4X10 'x
5&10 'x
5)& 10 x

5)&10 'x

0.05x
0.05x

Source

PPO.
v„e~p v

IM decay

vie
p decay
vp~e
r decay
~ decay

eb 1S B. The solar-neutrino problem

nb ) —(sR }
I Pob I

'+ r (stt' }'
I P5 (29)

relative to the normal K+~e,+n„n, ~e, , where the
two terms are associated with intermediate n,L and n,'z,
respectively. Similarly, the sequence K ~e, n,',
n,'~eb, has the probability (relative to 'n~e, )+

Nonorthogonal neutrinos do not by themselves yield a
solution to the solar-neutrino problem. 2

The propagation of massless neutrinos in matter can be
described by introducing a time-dependent state vector

P

I
v(t)}= y v;(t) In; ),

where the n;L are the p light-mass eigenstates, and the
coefficients v, (t) satisfy the Schrodinger-type equation

v, (t) v, (t)
l

vp(t) vp(t)

P«.~nb)=(stt'}'I p.b I
+ (sR }'Ipb. I'

T
(30)

(32)

The matrix M can be written as M =M0+Mc+Mz.
Mo, which is associated with the neutrino masses, van-
ishes for exactly massless neutrinos, while M& and Mz
represent the effect of coherent charged- and neutral-
current forward scattering, respectively, of the neutrinos
on rnatter.

From (14) the charged-current piece (from n, e
~e n, } is

The CHARM Collaboration~ has set an upper limit of
0.05 (90%o C.L.) on the eff'ective cross section for
v„e ~}jb v relative to o(v„e ~}tt v, ). This corre-
sponds to rP(v„~v„)=(1+r)(sg)

I p„„I in our

language (neglecting a negligible contribution from

I
A,,„I2). Hence, sg I

p~„
I

&0.19. Similarly, one obtains
Iszp~, I

&0.041 and sgp, „I &0.071 from the nonob-
servation of e+ in the BNL electron appearance experi-
ment, ' which is equally sensitive to e and e+. (The
E531 r appearance experiment' is only sensitive to ~ }.

There are stringent experimental limits on

R (l, ~lb )=o(l, N~lb N')lo(l, N~vN') Mc v'2G„N, ALP——, AL (33)

and on

R (p ~e+)=tr(p N +e+N')/rr(y, N— vN'),

where N and N' are nuclei, both of which can occur as
second-order weak processes with (nonorthogonal) neu-
trinos in the intermediate state. For example,
R (p ~e ) &4X10 ' (Ref. 21), while R (p ~e+)
&3X10 ' (Ref. 22) at 90% C.L. These do not, howev-
er, imply useful constraints on A,„,or p„,. This is partly
because the amplitudes are second-order weak. In addi-
tion, R(}Lt ~e } could occur at the tree level via a
flavor-changing neutral current if the e p Z vertex
were nonzero, so there is no way to separately bound the
higher-order nonorthogonal neutrino effect. Finally, nu-
clear suppressions are enormous for R (IM ~e+ ); one ex-
pects the rate to be many orders of magnitude belo~ the
experimental limit even for models with large-L viola-
tion.

—,
' Jg = ,'nL y"( AL A—L Ft Ft )nL, — (34)

where the AL AL and Ft FL terms are associated with the
neutral currents of n01 and nEI, respectively. One has

Mn =V 2G„(At, AL Ft Ft }(gvN, +g('vN—p+gvN„)

2G„N„( At AL, FLFL, —(35)

where gv and N; are the neutral-current vector coupling
and density of particle i, respectively. The second form
holds for a neutral medium ( N, =N~ ) when the
standard-model values g v = —gP = ——,

' +2 sin e~,g v

where 6„ is the Fermi constant, N, is the electron densi-

ty, and P, =diag(100. . .0) is the projection operator onto
the n,t (In Mc .and Mb we ignore unimportant electron
and quark exotic mixing. )

The neutrino neutral current in the presence of mixing
1s
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= ——,
' are used.

First assume that all of the massless L neutrinos corre-
spond to the ordinary L doublets nol, up to small light-
heavy mixings. Then one can choose a basis such that
AL -I up to small corrections, so that

M =Mc+MN V'2——GuX, P,
"—I +M', (36)

where the perturbation M' is a matrix associated with the
small light-heavy mixing terms. In particular, M' can
have off-diagonal components from both Mc and from

Miv (there is no reason for AL AL FLFI—to be diago-
nal ). In (36) x„=N„/—N, . One expects x„&0.17 for the
Sun, x„—1.15 in the iron core of a red giant, and x„~~1
in a neutron star.

The propagation of an electron neutrino in the Sun can
be obtained by solving (32) subject to the initial condition

~

v(0)) =
~
n,L ) —

~
n, r ). The only major effect on the

n,L flux occurs if there is a resonance, i.e., a location in
which M» is degenerate with another diagonal com-
ponent M;; of M. Then, for MI;&0 the eigenvectors of
M include two which are 45' mixtures of n &L and n;L, i.e.,
the effects of even tiny off-diagonal elements in M' are
amplified. If the external densities vary sufficiently slow-
ly with the distance from the center of the Sun, the initial
n,l are adiabatically converted into n;I. [Such a reso-
nance would be exactly analogous to the Mikheyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) solution to the solar-
neutrino problem. In that case there is a degeneracy in
the analogue of M caused by a compensation between the
charged-current coherent scattering term and the
difference between two neutrino mass eigenvalues. ]

Unfortunately, there is no resonance for M in (36), i.e.,
(P, —x„I/2) ii ——1 —x„/2 is never equal to any of the oth-
er diagonal components ( —x„/2) for any x„.

If we relax the assumption that all of the massless
states correspond to the noL in the absence of mixing,
then a resonance is possible, but only for speci6c large
values of x„. For example, if one of the I. singlets n&z

corresponds approximately to a massless neutrino, then
AL AL has a zero eigenvalue. The corresponding value of
M;, would be degenerate with M» for x„=2 and a reso-
nance would occur if n „+0. However, the most natural
models containing light L singlets are those involving
Dirac neutrinos. In that case the L singlets are antineu-
trinos that do not mix with the neutrinos. Similarly, if
there is an exotic doublet nFI with a massless neutrino,
I'ItI'L would have a unit eigenvalue, and a resonance
could occur for x„=1. Both models seem rather con-
trived, however, and in any case the resonances occur for
much larger x„ than is found in the Sun.

Therefore, nonorthogonal neutrinos do not by them-
selves offer a solution to the solar-neutrino problem.
They do, however, allow an interesting variation on the
usual MSW solution. It is well known that the MS%
mechanism of matter-enhanced neutrino mixing can lead
to the necessary (factor of 3) reduction in the event rate
in the Cl experiment for several bands of vacuum os-
cillation parameters, with —hm =m 2

—m
&

ranging

from 10 eV up to 5X10 eV and sin 28 down to
4 X 10 . If the conventional (i.e., without large
nonorthogonal efFects) MSW mechanism occurs for
v, ~v, conversion, then one needs m„& 10 eV (m „ is

T 0

the mass of the dominant mass eigenstate of n, } A. ssum-

ing m„&m„&m„ it would then be unhkely that any
e P T

laboratory evidence for neutrino mass would ever be ob-
served. For v, ~v„ in the Sun, it is conceivable that m„"T

is in the 1 —10 eV range (and could possibly account for
the dark matter ). In that case v„~v, oscillations would
be the only observable effect.

However, it is possible that the MSW mechanism, with
small masses in the &10 eV range, can coexist with
nonorthogonal neutrinos. In that case there would still
be the possibility of observing L, and L violation (from
the nonorthogonal neutrinos} in the laboratory.

(37)

where M; is the mass of the nz;, EL is the light-heavy
mixing matrix in (12), and F(x) is the function

F(x)= x(1—6x+3x +2x —6x2lnx)

(1—x)
(3g)

which varies slowly from 0 to 2 as x ranges from 0 to ~.

e

cL(AL), , L( L)ei

c', (A', ),„
j(

c",(E,'),„
](

(a)

FIG. 1. (a) Light- and (b) heavy-neutrino contributions to
prey.

C. prey
Lepton-flavor violation associated with light-heavy

mixing yields a nonzero amplitude for prey (Ref. 29).
Considering only the left-handed charged current for
simplicity, there are two contributions associated with
virtual light heavy-mass-eigenstate neutrinos, as shown in
Fig. 1. The light-neutrino graph in Fig. 1(a) generates an
amplitude proportional to A,,„. However, this cancels
against the mass-independent part of the heavy-neutrino
graph in Fig. 1(b) because of the unitarity of Uz. The
final result, therefore, depends on the heavy-neutrino
masses. One finds (including the necessary Goldstone bo-
son and self-energy diagrams)

8 (iu~ey)
2

(ci )'(cg ) 2 g (El. )„F z (EI.);„
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B(prey)= (cr') (cg)
~
(AL AL ),„~27m

(39)

%e will use this as a typical estimate of B(prey).
However, the estimate is not rigorous because fine-tuned
nondegenerate values of the M; could conceivably lead to
cancellations and therefore, to smaller B(prey }. Using
(39) and the experimental limit B(prey}&4.9X10
(90% C.L.) (Ref. 30) one obtains

~

A,,„~ &9.5X10
The corresponding limits ' on ~~ey, py do not yield any
useful constraints on

~

A, &, ~

.

For M; =Mrr, for example, F(x)=—,', so that, from (13}
and (37),

yields a contribution to neutrinoless double-beta decay
that survives even for massless neutrinos [an analogous
phenomenon is well known for SU(2)L XSU(2)rr XU(1)
models]. Experimental limits on the relevant (leptonic
RHC) parameter (rI ) imply

~
(q)

~

= ~c,'s,'P,',
~

&0.4X10-'. (41)

The analogous LR diagram involving heavy neutrinos is
smaller due to propagator effects. We mention for corn-
pleteness that if the heavy neutrinos are Majorana there
is a contribution to the effective Majorana mass (M„)
for PPo, from the heavy-neutrino-exchange diagram in
Fig. 2(b). (This is a heavy particle effect that is not
directly related to nonorthogonality. ) One has

D. Unitarity constraints
„)=( ' )' g (E„,)'g, M;F ( A, M; ), (42)

One can derive constraints on the A,,& that do not
directly involve L; or L violation. From the unitary of
UL one has

& [(sg~ ) (sgb )2]1/2 (40)

E. Neutriuoless double-beta decay (ppo„)

The light-neutrino-exchange diagram in Fig. 2, which
involves both left- and right-handed leptonic currents

[(40) follows by combining the Schwarz inequality for
(EL EL )b, with the unitarity relation {13)]. In Ref. 5 we

have presented limits on the (sr') and the analogous
charged-lepton and quark mixings, based on (a} the rela-
tion between Mrr, Mz, and the Fermi constant, (b)
charged-current universality, (c) limits on induced RHC,
and (d) flavor-diagonal neutral currents. It was found
that there are enough constraints to limit all of the fer-
mion mixings simultaneously. The corresponding limits
on

~
A, r ~

from (40) are presented in Table I for two

cases: (a) only one mixing (sr') is allowed to be nonzero
at a time, and (b) all of the lepton and quark mixings are
allowed to be nonzero simultaneously, so that cancella-
tions in the constraints are possible. It is seen that the
latter constraints are much weaker (by an order of magni-
tude for A,,„).

where Er is the light-heavy mixing in (12), M, and

g; =+ 1 are, respectively, the Mga'orana mass and CP pari-

ty of nl„, and F(A, M, )=(e ' /r)/( Ilr) is a propa-
gator factor which falls as M; for M; &~1 (MeV) (Ref.
23}. Experimentally,

~
(m„)

~

& 1 eV. The implications
will be discussed in Sec. IV.

F. Muon decay

The induced RHC in (14) yield the effective muon de-
cay couplings

~ g ~

'=(cr'. )'(cg)'(cr. ')'(cr, ")'

(43)
I
g"

I
'=(cD'(sÃ )'[(ci')'(s~")'+

I p,', I
']

(
g"

(
'=(s& )'(cg )'[(srr')'(cL")'+

) p (
']

where g' is the strength of the decay amplitude for an
a-handed electron and b-handed muon. The terms p„,
and p,„represent the b,L =+2 mixing between n„L and
n,L and between n,L and npL, respectively. From the
general analysis of p decay constraints in Ref. 5, we ob-
tain

i sr'rP„, i
&0.045, [sgP,„i

&0.048 (44)

e
P

w~
c~L (AL), cL (EL),,

M; )(nh,

at 90% C.L. The spectrum parameter in leptonic ~ decay
also yields weak constraints on

~
sz p„~, a =p, e (Table

II).

IV. DISCUSSION

P
eR

c', (E,)„
rw

{a)

FIG. 2. (a) Induced RHC contribution to neutrinoless
double-beta decay. (b) Heavy-neutrino Majorana mass contri-
bution.

Mixing between ordinary neutrinos and the heavy neu-
trinos expected in many extensions of the standard model
allows individual lepton-flavor and total lepton-number
violation in the light sector, even if the light neutrinos are
massless. That is because the projections of the or-
thogonal weak-eigenstate neutrinos onto the space of
light neutrinos (which are the relevant states for most
weak processes) are, in general, not orthogonal.

In this paper we have developed the formalism needed
to describe such effects in a very general class of models.
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and are related by CP to the right-handed doublets

NR

E

found in mirror models, E6 multiplets, etc. The relevant

parameter is sa'P&, -s„'sa' ( n&r
~
n,L ), where sa' —sin8„'

and sa' ——sin8&' describe the amount of admixture of the
light leptons e,a and n ',it in the right-handed doublet.

We have described the phenomenological limits on the
parameters A,f, from neutrino "oscillation" appearance
experiments (nothing actually oscillates if the light neu-
trinos are massless}, prey, and indirect constraints from
lepton-flavor-conserving charged- and neutral-current
processess (which are related by unitarity). The results,
shown in Table I, are quite stringent for A,,„,but are weak
for A,„and A,„,. Similarly, limits on hL =k2 amplitudes
from neutrinoless double-beta decay (PPO„) and

v„e+ p v, as well as constraints on n,L n„L and n„L n,L
interference in muon decay are presented in Table II.
The most stringent limit is on

~
sa P„~ from PPO„.

It is interesting to compare these limits with the
theoretical expectations. Typically one expects [cf. (6)]

0 2

L ma

M

0 0m, mb

M

where m, is the typical light-heavy mixing term in the
mass matrix for the ath family and M is the typical
heavy-lepton mass. The values of the m, are very model
dependent, but a broad class of models will fall between
the following two cases. (a) The quadratic seesaw. In
this case the quark and charged-lepton masses m, are
generated by the normal Higgs mechanism, with

m, =0(m, ). (b) The linear seesaw. This is the situation
in which the direct quark and charged-lepton masses are
zero for some reason. They then acquire masses m, of
0 (m, /M) by light-heavy mixing. Hence, one expects

b
L m, mb

M
a L

SR Pb

CT

ma

M
(46)

where o =1 or —,
' for the quadratic and linear seesaws, re-

spectively. We choose m, =l MeV, 100 MeV, and 1

GeV for the typical quark and charged-lepton masses of
the three known families. The predictions of these two
simple models for M -20 GeV are listed in Tables I and
II. It is seen that the experimental limits are much weak-
er than the expectations of the quadratic seesaw. The
linear seesaw predictions are more optimistic. In some

Lepton-flavor violation is described by the parameters
A, i -(n&L

~
n, L }, which are of second order in light-

heavy mixing. For Majorana neutrinos there is also the
possibility of total lepton-number violations (bL =+2).
These are associated with the overlap between ordinary
neutrinos, nbL, and left-handed antineutrinos, n,L . The
latter occur in doublets with charged antileptons

E+
NL

0

0e

0+ o' o- o-
+SR eR EL

L
(47}

Suitable Higgs-boson representations and discrete sym-
metries can be found such that the allowed tree-level
mass terms are

cases, the existing limits are comparable to expectations,
and for szP« the prediction is much larger than is al-
lowed by PPO„.

Similarly, the heavy-neutrino-exchange diagram in Fig.
2(b) yields an effective PPO, mass

~
( m „)

~

-(10 —10 ) eV (20 GeV/M) for the quadratic
seesaw and -(10—100} eV (20 GeV/M) for the linear
seesaw, if the heavy neutrino is Majorana, to be com-
pared with the experimental upper limit of —1 eV.
Again, the linear seesaw suggests that this contribution to
PPo„may be observable for fairly small values of M.

It is possible for the nonorthogonal neutrina phenome-
na to coexist with small masses for the light neutrinos. In
fact, any time that light masses af order m„-m, /M are

generated by a seesaw mixing with heavy neutrinos of
mass M one expects the light neutrinos to be nonorthogo-
nal with A, and P given by (45). However, in this case the
ordinary neutrino mass effects for neutrino ascillations
and other L, - and L-violating processes will generally be
much larger than the nonorthogonal effects. It is only
when the light masses are much smaller than m, /M that
both mechanisms can be important. An example af this
was already given in the discussion of the solar-neutrino
problem: it is possible that small (&10 2 eV) masses
may solve the solar v problem via the ordinary MSW
effect, while L; and L violation abservable in the labara-
tory could occur via nonorthogonal neutrinos.

We have tried to give a very general discussion of
nonorthogonal neutrino effects without restricting our-
selves to speci6c models or Higgs mechanisms. However,
a few words on how the various scenarios could came
about might be useful here. The simplest models are gen-
eralizations of the example in Eqs. (3) and (4). If the total
lepton number is conserved (so that there is a clear dis-
tinction between neutrinos and antineutrinos) and if there
is a mismatch between the number of p af left-handed
Weyl neutrinos and q of right-handed Weyl neutrinos,
then there will automatically be

~ p —q ~
massless Weyl-

states which cannot find partners. These will generally be
nonorthogonal, just as in the example, with A,b given b,y
(45}. The light neutrinos could be given very small
masses as a perturbation on this picture if the necessary

p —q right-handed partners (we take p & q for
definiteness) are added in a second stage, with very small

02Dirac masses «m, /M.
Constructing a model for the Majorana case is more

difficult (unless one simply resorts to fine-tuning to keep
some of the masses small), but possible. One way is to
mimic the mechanism invoked in the Dirac case, but with
a nonstandard approximately conserved lepton number in
the neutrino sector. Consider, for example, a model with
one each of ordinary and exotic doublets and one neutri-
no singlet:
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&—.=m'„v r. Ns~i+M„N r NstI +H. c

—L, =m, e t.ett +M,E I Elt +5E t ett +H. c. ,
(48)

where we assume that m „«M„,(m, ,5) «M, . X„has
a conserved nonstandard lepton number L, where
L "0——L "0——L 0, ——j. Hence, at the tree level there is

v X Ns

one massless neutrino (mainly vz ) and one heavy "Dirac"
neutrino (mainly Nr +Nstt ). However, Nt will have a
small admixture (of order m „/M„) of massless neutrino,
so that P„-m, /M„. In the charged-current sector the
5Et e„ term induces Ett-e„mixing, so that the

pC

E„
doublet contains a small admixture s„'-5/M, of the
light-mass eigenstate et' . The 5 term also ensures that
Ez+ (and therefore, Nz ) is an antilepton, so that L" is not
conserved by the theory as a whole. At the tree level,
therefore, there is one massless neutrino, total (conven-
tional) lepton-number violation, and P„and st't both of
order light-heavy mixing. Loop effects will generate a
small radiative mass for the light neutrino since L is
violated by 5. [It is essential that the form in (48) be en-
forced by a symmetry. Otherwise, the loop efFects would

be in6nite and one would have to introduce extra coun-
terterms into (48).] One could also introduce a small
mass for the light neutrino perturbatively in a second
stage (in addition to the radiative mass). This could be
Majorana (induced by a Higgs-boson triplet or by a
seesaw with a second large mass scale M'»m„), or it
could be a small Dirac mass.

Nonorthogonal neutrino effects will occur at some level
in almost all models involving heavy neutrinos. In many
cases they will be small compared to more conventional
lepton-number-violating effects involving the light-
neutrino masses. In other cases they could be important
even when the mass effects are negligible. They provide
an important reason to vigorously pursue searches for
lepton-number violation, especially in processes such as
}u,-+ey, v„~v, "oscillations, " and neutrinoless double-
beta decay.
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